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Abstract—Nowadays, a great number of healthcare data are
generated every day from both medical institutions and individuals. Healthcare information exchange (HIE) has been proved to
beneﬁt the medical industry remarkably. To store and share such
large amount of healthcare data is important while challenging.
In this paper, we propose BlocHIE, a Blockchain-based platform
for healthcare information exchange. First, we analyze the
different requirements for sharing healthcare data from different
sources. Based on the analysis, we employ two loosely-coupled
Blockchains to handle different kinds of healthcare data. Second,
we combine off-chain storage and on-chain veriﬁcation to satisfy
the requirements of both privacy and authenticability. Third,
we propose two fairness-based packing algorithms to improve
the system throughput and the fairness among users jointly.
To demonstrate the practicability and effectiveness of BlocHIE,
we implement BlocHIE in a minimal-viable-product way and
evaluate the proposed packing algorithms extensively.

choose a speciﬁc CSP by balancing various factors such as
cost and reliability. It has been a trend to resort to CSPs
when there are some data to be stored. The beneﬁciaries range
from patients, medical institutions, and research institutions
to big corporations. Therefore, the CSPs have been taking
great responsibilities to provide a controlled, cross-domain and
ﬂexible HIE platform.
However, the CSPs have been struggling a lot to provide
data sharing service [7]. On the one hand, the cloud storage
market has been dominated by the largest CSPs such Google,
Dropbox, etc. They are unwilling to share their data with the
small/medium ones and between themselves due to market
competition. On the other hand, it is risky if the healthcare
data, which is highly private information, is exposed to the
malicious users unexpectedly. Fortunately, Blockchain technology, which starts at 2008 [8] and booms at 2014 [9],
provides great potential for HIE through its attractive features
such as security, privacy, decentralization, and immutability.
Blockchain technology has been successfully applied in
many areas. Bitcoin [8], as the ﬁrst decentralized cryptocurrency, is also the ﬁrst successful Blockchain application.
After the boom of cryptocurrencies, it comes to the era of
Blockchain 2.0 with the release of Ethereum [9]. During this
time, a lot of Blockchain-based systems are proposed for
the purpose of decentralization. The applications range from
transportation [10], e-government [11] to education [12].
When Blockchain technology meets HIE, there are only
few proposed systems [13][14] and they all suffer from the
following two problems. First, they only consider to store
and share the electronic medical records (EMRs) and ignore
the useful and numerous personal healthcare data (PHD).
The requirements to store and share the huge amount of
PHD are signiﬁcantly different from storing and sharing the
EMRs, which brings new challenges in the aspect of system
throughput and fairness. Second, the existing systems directly
store the EMRs in the cloud environment with complicated
access control mechanism to prevent undesired data dissemination. However, such system architecture heavily relies on
the security of the cloud environment.
To address the issues mentioned above, we propose
BlocHIE, a BLOCkchain-based platform for Healthcare Information Exchange. In the system architecture, we use two
loosely-coupled Blockchain, namely EMR-Chain and PHDChain to store EMRs and PHD separately. For the EMR-Chain,

I. I NTRODUCTION
Healthcare has always been important to the society. Illness,
accidents, and emergencies do arise every day, and the incurred
ailments and diseases are supposed to be diagnosed, treated,
and managed. In recent years, healthcare information exchange
(HIE) among medical institutions has been proved to beneﬁt
the medical industry a lot [1]. First, HIE can enhance the
understanding of each individual clinical trial. Second, the
researchers can get scientiﬁc insights by analyzing a bunch
of clinical trials. Third, the healthcare information interoperability between clinical research enterprises strengthens their
collaborations.
Besides utilizing the data shared by the medical institutions,
daily data collection is also beneﬁcial for personal healthcare. With the development of the Internet of things (IoT)
technology [2] [3], numerous personal healthcare data are
generated by the IoT devices every day [4]. The doctor can
take advantage of these data for precision medicine [5]. That
is, the doctor takes the individual variability in environment
and lifestyle into consideration when conducting disease treatment or giving prevention advice. There is no doubt that the
data from individuals and various medical institutions beneﬁts
healthcare. However, it is challenging to store and share such
large amount of data.
Early success in HIE arose from the ﬁeld of cloud computing [6]. The idea to store the huge amount of data remotely
rather than locally is simple but effective. The cloud service
providers (CSPs) propose various schemes for reliable data
storage and efﬁcient data processing. Then the stakeholders
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in a Blockchain are non-repudiable since they are replicated
by a large number of entities.

we combine off-chain storage and on-chain veriﬁcation to take
care of both privacy and authenticability, which also removes
the dependency on cloud services. For both of the EMR-Chain
and PHD-Chain, we propose two fairness-based transaction
packing algorithms to enhance the system throughput, and to
improve the fairness among the system users.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We analyzed the requirements for storing and sharing
EMRs and PHD. Based on the analysis, we propose to
use two loosely-coupled Blockchain, namely EMR-Chain
and PHD-Chain, as the system architecture. The EMRChain stores EMRs from medical institutions while the
PHD-Chain serves the data from individuals. The usage
of multiple chains satisﬁes the different requirements of
storing and sharing different data.
• We combine off-chain storage and on-chain veriﬁcation
in the EMR-Chain, which fulﬁlls the requirements of
privacy and authenticability, at the same time reduces the
storage overhead for the EMR-Chain.
• We propose two fairness-based transaction packing algorithms, namely FAIR -F IRST and T P &FAIR, for the EMRChain and PHD-Chain respectively. The proposed algorithms can enhance the system throughput and improve
the fairness among the users.
• We implement BlocHIE in a minimal-viable-product way.
The implementation demonstrates the practicability of
BlocHIE. Moreover, we evaluate the packing algorithms
of FAIR -F IRST and T P &FAIR in terms of fairness and
throughput. The experimental result indicates that FAIR F IRST enhances fairness signiﬁcantly and T P &FAIR improves throughput remarkably while guaranteeing an acceptable fairness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe the preliminaries towards developing BlocHIE.
Section III demonstrates the design of BlocHIE. In its subsections, three key novelty ranging from system architecture to
underlying algorithm are introduced. The system implementation and evaluation are showcased in Section IV. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. Structure of a Traditional Blockchain

Traditionally, a Blockchain is a chain of blocks linked
and secured using cryptography. As shown in Fig. 1, each
block contains four components, namely block size, transaction counter, block header, and transactions. The block size
and the transaction counter are the number of bytes of the
block and the number of transactions, respectively. The block
header contains six ﬁelds, namely version, previous block
hash, timestamp, difﬁculty target, nonce, and Merkle root. The
version is a version number to track the consensus protocol
upgrades, the timestamp is the approximate creation time of
the block, while the difﬁculty level and nonce are used for
proof-of-work consensus protocol. The Merkle root refers to
the hash of all the hashes of all the transactions. The previous
block hash is a reference to the hash of the previous block
along the chain. The hash value of a block, which is the
primary identiﬁer of a block, is made by hashing the block
header twice through the SHA-256 hash function.
In our system BlocHIE, we take advantage of the immutability and non-repudiability for HIE. On the one hand, the
feature of immutability is essential to prevent untrustworthy or
malicious modiﬁcation on the healthcare records. On the other
hand, the healthcare records, as evidence to showcase the treatment procedure between medical institutions and individuals,
should be non-repudiable. In addition, with the feature of nonrepudiability, an unnecessary disputation between the medical
institutions and individuals can be avoided.

II. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we formally describe the preliminaries
used in BlocHIE. We ﬁrst introduce how Blockchain works,
the advantages of Blockchain, and how Blockchain beneﬁts
BlocHIE in Subsection II-A. Then, we summarize the existing
distributed consensus algorithms and how BlocHIE is built
upon them in Subsection II-B.

B. Distributed Consensus
A Blockchain is replicated among the members of a network, in which each member holds a replication of the
committed transactions and a pool of the submitted but uncommitted transactions. Each member is responsible for packing
the transactions from the pool to the blocks to make them
committed. In order to make the Blockchain remain functional,
the members need to agree on a certain state of the Blockchain.
This procedure is accomplished by the underlying distributed
consensus algorithm.

A. Blockchain - Distributed Ledger Technology
A Blockchain is an append-only data structure, to store
a continuously growing list of transactions. A Blockchain is
replicated and maintained among the members of a network.
As a distributed ledger, Blockchain has two key features,
i.e., immutability and non-repudiability. The immutability is
achieved because it is computationally impossible to modify
any committed transaction in the Blockchain. The transactions
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A. System Architecture: Loosely-coupled EMR-Chain and
PHD-Chain
The system architecture of BlocHIE is presented in Fig. 3.
BlocHIE is envisioned for storing and sharing healthcare data
from medical institutions and individuals. There are mainly
three components in BlocHIE. The ﬁrst component is the
Blockchain network. The Blockchain network is responsible
for storing and sharing the collected healthcare data. Anyone
who is willing to contribute to this platform can join the
network. The medical institutions, e.g., hospitals and clinics,
act as the second component. When there are new patients
in a hospital, their diagnostic records will be submitted to
the Blockchain network and shared with other hospitals and
clinics. The privacy issue will be discussed in subsection III-B.
The third component consists of all the individuals who are
willing to store and share their daily healthcare data. In a
smart home, numerous healthcare data are generated by the
IoT devices, e.g., smart watch, smart thermometer, and smart
sphygmomanometer. These devices can automatically submit
the generated data to the Blockchain network.
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Fig. 2. The procedure for commiting transactions

As shown in Fig. 2, it requires three steps for a transaction
to be committed. At ﬁrst, the user has some raw transactions
(the red triangles) and wants to publish them. Then, the user
submits the raw transactions to the Blockchain network. Each
member in the Blockchain network receives the transactions
from the user and maintains a transaction pool. The transactions in pool are called submitted transactions (the yellow and
the black ellipses). At this time, the members are supposed to
make consensus on the way to maintain the Blockchain based
on the transaction pool. The consensus consists of two steps,
namely packing and committing. At the packing stage, each
member selects some submitted transactions and puts them
into a block. The transactions that are packed into a block
but not yet committed are called packed transactions (the blue
rectangles), and the block containing packed transactions are
called uncommitted block. Finally, at the step of committing,
the members make efforts to get the uncommitted blocks
validated and committed. If a transaction is in a validated
block, it is said to be committed (the green tars).
As stated above, packing and committing are both required
for the distributed consesus. However, traditional Blockchainbased systems, e.g., Bitcoin [8] and Ethereum [9], only focus
on the step of committing. Some of the applied committing
protocols include proof-of-work (PoW) [15], proof-of-stake
(PoS) [16], proof-of-burn [17], etc. In BlocHIE, we employs
PoW as one of the building blocks, which is introduced in
detail as follows. The PoW committing protocol is based
on some pre-deﬁned puzzles that are difﬁcult, i.e., costly
and time-consuming, to solve but easy to be veriﬁed. For
example in Bitcoin [8], the miner has to change the nonce
(as introduced in Fig. 1) constantly to make the hash value of
the block begin with a certain amount of zeros. It is difﬁcult
to ﬁnd such nonce while the validity is easy to be checked
once found. The cryptographic hash function used in Bitcoin
is twice SHA-256. Other hashing algorithms, including Scrypt
(used in Litecoin [18]) CryptoNight [19] (used in Monero
[20]), etc., are also employed.
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Fig. 3. BlocHIE system architecture

Among the three components, there are two parties, i.e.,
medical institutions and individuals, who are submitting and
sharing healthcare data in BlocHIE. The reason why we
separate them is that there are different requirements to share
their data. For medical institutions, what they submit are
medical diagnostic report, medical examination report, etc.
These data are incredibly privacy-sensitive. Moreover, there
is a high demand to authenticate these data. For example, if
a patient receives some treatment in a medical hospital and
the medical diagnostic report is published with the signatures
from both the hospital and the patient, neither the hospital
nor the patient can deny the treatment. When it comes to
the data generated by the individuals, the primary concern
is the quantity. The amount of healthcare data generated by
each person is remarkable. Besides, the individuals compete to
publish their data for future healthcare usage. Consequently,

III. B LOC HIE S YSTEM D ESIGN
In this section, we outline the proposed platform BlocHIE,
a BLOCkchain-based platform for Healthcare Information
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the key requirements to publish and share individuals’ data
are high throughput and substantial fairness. In the following
parts, we abbreviate the data generated by medical institutions
and individuals as critical data (EMR) and personal healthcare
data (PHD) respectively.

be guaranteed at the same time. Speciﬁcally, the whole data
is stored in existing Blockchain-based systems, which arouses
great privacy concern. To preserve privacy and authenticability
simultaneously, we propose to combine off-chain storage and
on-chain veriﬁcation.

TABLE I
R EQUIREMENTS TO PUBLISH AND SHARE HEALTHCARE DATA

Timestamp
Medical Record Hash Value
Hospital Signature
Patient Signature
Keywords
Description

Requirement

EMR

PHD

privacy
authenticability
throughput
latency
fairness

high
high
moderate
moderate
moderate

moderate
no
high
moderate
moderate

EMR-Chain

Transaction
Pool

The requirements to publish and share EMRs and PHD are
summarized in Tab. I. As we can see from the summarization, their requirements are signiﬁcantly different. Hence, we
propose to store and share EMR and PHD with two looselycoupled Blockchains, namely EMR-Chain and PHD-Chain.
Suppose that a person visits a hospital and some medical
diagnostic records are generated. If both the patient and the
hospital agree to publish the data, the data will be published to
the EMR-Chain with their signatures. Suppose that some daily
healthcare data are generated in a smart home, the data will
be published on PHD-Chain with the signature of the owner.

Hospital

Distributed
Database
Medical Record

Fig. 5. The mechanism and structure of EMR-Chain

The process of publishing a piece of EMR is shown in
Fig. 5. When a medical record of a patient is generated at a
hospital, three copies of the medical record will be generated.
The ﬁrst copy is stored in the database of the hospital, the
second copy is sent to the patient, and the third copy is
submitted to the Blockchain network. The ﬁrst two copies are
identical and contain the full information of the EMR while
there is a vast difference between the third copy and the ﬁrst
two. The full structure of the third copy is shown in Fig. 5. It
contains the timestamp, the hash value of the medical record,
the hospital signature, the patient signature, a set of keywords,
and extra description. The hash value of the medical record is
generated using some digest algorithm such as MD5.
Indeed, the third copy serves as a proof-of-existence copy
rather than a full copy. The advantages of such structure
are as follows. First, the detailed medical record is not
publicly accessible, which preserves the privacy of the patient. Second, EMR-Chain reduces the throughput requirement
signiﬁcantly. The original medical records are large ﬁles of
several megabytes. If they are stored, it requires a very
high throughput of the system. Moreover, a single block can
even only contain a single record. In EMR-Chain, the hash
value, whose size is several kilobytes, is stored instead, which
reduces the throughput requirement. Third, authenticability is
preserved in EMR-Chain. The patient and the hospital can
compare their records in hand with the hash value along the
EMR-Chain to authenticate the medical record. It can prevent
the repudiation of the hospital and the patient. Finally, EMRChain enhances the searchability. The keywords published
along with the medical record can be used for information
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Fig. 4. An individual can have multiple identities on EMR-Chain and PHDChain

As shown in Fig. 4, EMR-Chain and PHD-Chain are
coupled because a single person can publish data on both of
the chains. However, they are only loosely coupled since the
identities of the same person can be different. An individual
knows the set of identities he/she owns. Indeed, the identity on
EMR-Chain can be interpreted as the unique record identiﬁer,
while the identity on PHD-Chain can be treated as the unique
device identiﬁer. When there is requirement to query the
healthcare data, the person can use the set of identities to
fetch data on both of the chains.
To conclude, we propose to use loosely-coupled EMRChain and PHD-Chain to store and share EMR and PHD
respectively. The proposed system architecture can satisfy
different requirements of storing EMR and PHD concerning
privacy, authenticability, throughput, latency, and fairness.
B. Combining Off-chain Storage and On-chain Veriﬁcation
In subsection III-A, we propose to use EMR-Chain to store
and share EMRs. As summarized in Tab. I, the key requirements of EMR are privacy and authenticability. However, in
existing Blockchain-based system, these two properties cannot
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retrieval. For example, if the data of a certain kind of disease
is desired, the disease name be used for searching.
To conclude, the design concept of EMR-Chain is to
combine off-chain storage and on-chain veriﬁcation. On the
one hand, the off-chain storage is achieved by storing in the
distributed databases of the hospitals. On the other hand, the
on-chain veriﬁcation is achieved by including the hash value
of each medical record in the transaction.

setting the optimal block size [22][23]. In our system, we set
the maximum number of transactions inside a block to be an
adjustable parameter m.
When the Blockchain network wants to get some transactions committed, each node in the Blockchain network is
supposed to follow the procedure illustrated in Fig. 2. That is,
the nodes are supposed to select some transactions from the
transaction pool ﬁrst. Different transactions in the transaction
pool can have different waiting times. It is intuitive to pack as
many transactions as possible and to pack those transactions
that have the longest waiting times. On the one hand, it
can increase the throughput to pack as many transactions as
possible. On the other hand, it can enhance the fairness to pack
those transactions with the longest waiting times. To this end,
all the nodes will pack the transactions with top-m waiting
times. However, it is indeed a waste of computing resources
for all the nodes to work on the same subset of transactions.
As a result, it is a problem to coordinate the nodes to pack
transactions in the Blockchain network to take both fairness
and throughput into consideration.
As above, we give the intuition to pack the transactions
with top-m waiting times. Here, we formally prove that this
strategy achieves the maximum fairness.

C. Fairness-based Transaction Packing Algorithm
In subsection III-A, we propose to use PHD-Chain to store
and share data from individuals. As summarized in Tab. I,
the key requirement of PHD is throughput. However, existing Blockchain-based system cannot satisfy the throughput
requirement of sharing PHD. To this end, we propose two
fairness-based transaction packing algorithms. The proposed
algorithms can bring about not only high throughput but low
latency and moderate fairness as well.
To introduce the algorithm, we ﬁrstly deﬁne some terminologies, i.e., response time, waiting time, and fairness. Jain et.
al. introduced Jain’s fairness index to evaluate the fairness in
allocation of a resource to a set of users/devices [21]. Suppose
there are n users sharing a network service and xi to be the
throughput for the i-th user, then
the Jain’s fairness
n index is
n
deﬁned as J (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) = ( i=1 xi )2 /(n· i=1 x2i ). In
a Blockchain-based system, the fairness is deﬁned in a similar
way.

Theorem 4. Given a setting of n transactions x1 , x2 , · · · , xn
in pool with waiting time w1 , w2 , · · · , wn and m transactions
are supposed to be packed, the strategy to pack the transactions with top-m waiting times achieves the maximum fairness.

Deﬁnition 1. Suppose a transaction xi is submitted at time
si and committed at time ei , then the response time ti of xi
is deﬁned as:
(1)
ti = ei − si

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that the transactions
x1 , x2 , · · · , xn are sorted with decreasing waiting times, i.e.,
w1 > w2 > · · · > wn . Let us notate the strategy to pack
the transactions with top-m waiting times as M AX -PACK.
It is clear M AX -PACK pack the transactions in the order of
x 1 , x2 , · · · , x n .
Assume by contradiction that there is another packing
algorithm OP-PACK that can achieve larger fairness. Let OPPACK packs the transactions in the order of σ1 , σ2 , σn , where
σ is a permutation other than (1, 2, · · · , n). By deﬁnition, we
have the following property:

Deﬁnition 2. Suppose there are n committed transactions
x1 , x2 , · · · , xn with response time t1 , t2 , · · · , tn . The fairness
of the system is deﬁned as:
n
( i=1 ti )2
n
J (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) =
(2)
n · i=1 t2i
Deﬁnition 3. Suppose a submitted or packed transaction xi
is submitted at time si , then the waiting time wi of xi at time
tc is deﬁned as:
(3)
wi = tc − si

m


wi >

i=1

We assume that the submitting times of the transactions
are distinct. It is reasonable since there must be a slight
time difference between submitting two transactions. Even
if two transactions are submitted at the the same time, the
symmetry can be broken by comparing the transaction content
e.g., assume that the transaction with larger hash value is
submitted slightly later. According to Eq. 3, the waiting times
of transactions in pool are distinct as well.
In a Blockchain-based system, the number of transactions
inside a block should be bounded. A block will be of huge
size if too many transactions are included. When a huge
block is synchronized in the Blockchain network, the network
congestion will be very high. There are a lot of research on

∀2 ≤ k < 
n

i=1

m


w σi

(4)

i=1
km
km

n 
,
wi ≥
w σi
m i=1
i=1

wi =

n


w σi

(5)

(6)

i=1

Assume the time to make a packed block to be committed to
be tp . Then the response times of the transactions using M AX n
·tp .
PACK are w1 +tp , w2 +tp , · · · , wm+1 +2tp , · · · , wn + m
The response times of the transactions using OP-PACK are
n
wσ1 + tp , wσ2 + tp , · · · , wσm+1 + 2tp , · · · , wσn +  m
 · tp . To
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there are k nodes in the Blockchain network, then they can
coordinate to use the strategies with the largest, the 2-nd
largest, · · · , and the k-th largest fairness to get the maximum
throughput and moderate fairness. However, there is a still a
gap towards ﬁnding the strategy with the k-th largest fairness.
The gap is the KTH - SUM problem deﬁned as follows.

this end, the fairness of M AX -PACK and OP-PACK and their
relationship are as follows:
n
( i=1 (wi +  mi  · tp ))2
n
(7)
JM ax−P ack =
n · i=1 (wi +  mi  · tp )2
n
( i=1 (wσi +  mi  · tp ))2
n
JOP −P ack =
(8)
n · i=1 (wσi +  mi  · tp )2
JOP −P ack > JM ax−P ack

Deﬁnition 5. K TH -S UM: Given a set of n positive real
numbers X
 {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn } and a positive integer m < nn,
 n=
distinct subsets of X of size m. Among the m
there are m
subsets, ﬁnd the one with the k-th largest sum.

(9)

Since the algorithms are running on the same set of transactions, we have
n
n


wi2 =
wσ2 i
(10)
i=1
n


Algorithm 1 An approaximate algorithm to ﬁnd the subset of
size m with k-th largest sum in a set X of n positive real
numbers
a ← an array of size m
procedure A PP -K TH -S UM(X, n, m, k)
for tar ← m(m+1)
to ∞ do
2
prevk ← k
if D FS(n, m, k, 1, 0, 0, tar) then
Sort X in decreasing order
return xa[1] , xa[2] , · · · , xa[m]
end if
if prevk = k then
return FALSE
end if
end for
end procedure
 Here, k is
procedure D FS(n, m, &k, d, p, sum, tar)
passed by reference
if d = m then
if tar − sum > n then
return FALSE
end if
a[d] ← tar − sum
k ← k−1
if k = 0 then
return T RUE
end if
end if
for i ← p + 1 to ∞ do
if sum + (2·i+m−d)·(m−d+1)
> tar then
2
B REAK
end if
a[d] ← i
if D FS(n, m, k, d + 1, i, sum + i, tar) then
return T RUE
end if
end for
return FALSE
end procedure

i=1


i
i
 · tp ) =
(wσi +   · tp )
m
m
i=1
n

(wi + 

i=1

(11)

According to Eq. 7,8,9,11, we have:
n


(wi + 

i=1

n

i
i
 · tp )2 > n ·
(wσi +   · tp )2
m
m
i=1

(12)

Expand Eq. 12, we get:
n


wi2 +

i=1
n

i=1

wσ2 i

n


(

i=1
n


n

i
i
 · tp )2 + 2
(wi ·   · tp ) >
m
m
i=1

n

i
i
+
(  · tp )2 + 2
(wσi ·   · tp )
m
m
i=1
i=1

(13)

According to Eq. 10,13, we have:
n



i
i
) >
(wσi ·  )
m
m
i=1
n

(wi · 

i=1

(14)

Adding Eq. 4 and all the inequations in Eq. 5, we have
n
m
−1 im



i=1

wj >

n
m
−1 im



j=1

i=1

w σj

(15)

j=1

Adding the inquestions in Eq. 14 and Eq. 15, we have:
n

 m −1 im
n
n
 

n 
i
 
wi =
wj +
(wi ·  )
m i=1
m
i=1 j=1
i=1

>

n
m
−1 im



i=1

wσj +

j=1

n

i=1

(wσi · 

i
)
m

(16)

n
n 
= 
wσ
m i=1 i

Obviously, Eq. 16 is contradictory with Eq. 6. As a result,
the assumption does not hold and M AX -PACK achieves maximum fairness.
Similarly, we can get the corollary that the larger the sum of
the waiting times of the transactions is, the larger the fairness
is. To this end, we can get the strategies to pack transactions
with the largest, the 2-nd largest fairness and etc.. Suppose

Actually, we do not need to solve the KTH - SUM problem
exactly. Instead, we only need to ﬁnd an approximate solution.
Hence, we propose the algorithm A PP -K TH -S UM as shown in
Alg. 1. The intuition of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 6. We
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Packed Txs.

Index Sum

IV. S YSTEM I MPLEMENTATION AND E VALUATION

[ x1 x2 ... xm-2 xm-1 xm ]

m(m+1)/2

To demonstrate the effectiveness and practicability of
BlocHIE, we implement BlocHIE in a minimal-viable-product
version. As shown in Fig. 7, the implementation is divided into
three layers, namely communication layer, Blockchain layer,
and GUI layer.

>
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>
>
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Fig. 6. Intuition for

KTH - SUM

m(m+1)/2 +1
m(m+1)/2 +2
m(m+1)/2 +3
m(m+1)/2 +4

problem

GUI
Layer

separate the subsets level by level. For a subset in a lower
level, there must be a subset which has larger subset sum
in the upper level. The level is determined by the sum of
the index. In Alg. 1, we enumerate the sum of the index
from the smallest possible one, i.e., m(m+1)
, to the inﬁnity.
2
For each target sum of the index, we use depth-ﬁrst-search
algorithm to ﬁnd all the possible transaction combinations. For
a target sum of the index, if there is not a single transaction
combination whose index sum is the
 n target, the procedure
. If k reaches 0, it
returns false, which means k > m
means an approximate answer is found, and the corresponding
transaction combination is returned.

Django Web Framework
EMR-Chain

PHD-Chain

FAIR-FIRST TP&FAIR
IR

Blockchain
Layer

PoW
gRPC-python
syntax= "proto2";
service
rpc
rpc
}
service
rpc
rpc
rpc
rpc
rpc
}

Discovery {
ExchangeNode(Node) returns (Node);
Hello(Message) returns (Message);
Synchronization{
BlockFrom(Message) returns (Block);
BlockTo(Block) returns (Message);
ExchangeBlock(Block) returns (Block);
TransactionTo(Transaction) returns (Message);
TransactionFrom(Message) returns (Transaction);

Communication
Layer

message Transaction{
required bytes unixtime = 1;
required bytes body = 2;
required bytes txhash = 3;
required int32 type = 4;
required bytes txfrom = 5;
optional bytes txto = 6;
}
message Block{
required uint64 height = 1;
required bytes unixtime = 2;
required bytes previoushash = 3;
required bytes blockhash = 4;
required bytes difficulty = 5;
required bytes answer = 6;
repeated bytes txshash = 7;
required bytes miner = 8;
required int32 number = 9;
}
message Node{
required int32 number = 1;
repeated bytes ipport = 2;
}
message Message{
required bytes value = 1;
}

Algorithm 2 Throughput-ﬁrst and fairness-ﬁrst packing algorithm running on node i
procedure T P &FAIR(X)
m ← the maximum number of transactions in a block
X  ← A PP -K TH -S UM(X, |X|, m, i)
return X 
end procedure
procedure FAIR -F IRST(X)
m ← the maximum number of transactions in a block
X  ← A PP -K TH -S UM(X, |X|, m, 1)
return X 
end procedure

Fig. 7. Techniques for system implementation level by level

The bottom layer, i.e., communication layer, is implemented using gRPC-python1 . There are two services to support
Blockchain-based system, i.e., peer discovery service (“Discovery”) and synchronization service (“Synchronization”) as
shown in Fig. 7. The “Discovery” service is used for discovering the nodes inside the Blockchain network. When a
node is started, it will greet several static nodes (the same
as bootnodes in Ethereum) and exchange the connectivity
information with the static nodes. The block and transaction
synchronization is achieved by the “Synchronization” service,
which includes several remote procedure calls (RPCs) such
as “BlockFrom”, “BlockTo”, “BlockFrom”, “TransactionTo”,
and “TransactionFrom”.
At the middle layer, two Blockchains, i.e., EMR-Chain and
PHD-Chain are implemented. The EMR-Chain employs the
FAIR -F IRST transaction packing algorithm while the PHDChain utilizes the T P &FAIR transaction packing algorithm.

Based on the proposed A PP -K TH -S UM algorithm, we further propose two packing algorithms, i.e., FAIR -F IRST and
T P &FAIR, to coordinate the nodes in the Blockchain network.
The algorithms are shown in Alg. 2. FAIR -F IRST is used when
fairness is critical in the system while T P &FAIR sacriﬁces
a little fairness for higher throughput. The two packing algorithms can be selected based on the required features of
the Blockchain-based system. In our system, PHD-Chain is
designed to use T P &FAIR for high throughput and moderate
fairness while EMR-Chain is designed to use FAIR -F IRST
since throughput is relatively less important. The intuition
for the FAIR -F IRST packing algorithm is to let all the nodes
work on the same transaction combination, which is of the
maximum fairness. The intuition for the T P &FAIR packing
algorithm is to let the nodes work on different transaction
combinations, while can achieve top fairness respectively.

1 https://grpc.io/
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Fig. 8. Performance comparison of different packing algorithms

After implementation, we measure the performance of
BlocHIE with 8 nodes. Each node is serving as both server
and client, i.e., sending requests and packing transactions at
the same time. The frequency of sending requests of each node
is around 7 tx/s. Moreover, we set the number of transactions
inside a block, i.e., m, to be 56, which is the approximate
transaction generating rate. We compare the performance of
T P &FAIR, FAIR -F IRST, and R ANDOM concerning both fairness and throughput. Here, the R ANDOM packing algorithm
refers to the algorithm that randomly pick m transactions
from pool. The result is shown in Fig. 8. We observe that in
terms of fairness, both FAIR -F IRST and T P &FAIR outperform
R ANDOM signiﬁcantly. Speciﬁcally, they achieve up to 2.9x
and 2.6x higher fairness than R ANDOM respectively. From the
perspective of throughput, T P &FAIR achieves the maximum,
i.e., 46 tx/s, which improves FAIR -F IRST over 23.6%.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose BlocHIE, a Blockchain-based
platform for healthcare information exchange. We consider
two kinds of healthcare data, i.e., electronic medical records
and personal healthcare data, and analyzed the different requirements to store and share them. Based on the analysis, we
architect BlocHIE on two loosely-coupled Blockchains, i.e.,
EMR-Chain for electronic medical records and PHD-Chain
for personal healthcare data. Inside EMR-Chain, we integrate
the techniques of off-chain storage and on-chain veriﬁcation
to take good care of privacy and authenticability. Moreover,
we propose two transaction packing algorithms to enhance the
system throughput and the fairness among users. Finally, the
implementation and evaluation indicate the practicability and
effectiveness of BlocHIE.
2 https://www.djangoproject.com/
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